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CrossLoom: A short overview

Interwoven system environment
• Multiple interfaces
• Automated harmonisation of data
• Functional integration of third-party manu-

facturers
• Scalable horizontally

Efficient application development
• Browser-based development environment
• Graphical data structure designer
•  Package-based transport (supports staging)

High security
•  TLS secured data
• Trusted Code security model
•  Structured authorisation concept

Simple administration
• Intuitive definition of object types
• Flexible integration of individual code blocks
• Application-based integration of programming langua-

ges (e.g. C#, JavaScript, HTML5, PowerShell)

Modern technology
• Future-proof with HTML5
• Device-independent applications
• Live-synchronisation in a browser
• Offline forms

CrossLoom in operation

CrossLoom is Uma Soft’s solution for an interwoven and harmonized IT 
environment. With CrossLoom, the boundaries of other Enterprise Ser-
vice Bus systems are overcome. It integrates not only applications but 
also automation techniques and web services. Furthermore, CrossLoom 
features its own application framework.

In many companies, employees administer data redundantly across 
multiple systems. This results in process gaps which influence the effi-
ciency of the entire process, leading to temporal and monetary losses.

CrossLoom offers necessary expansions that transfer your multiple  
business applications into an overall process. Furthermore, process and 
system gaps can be closed by integrating CrossLoom into your business 
processes. As a result, a transparent overall picture of your company 
emerges that enables you to not only live processes, but also manage 
them.

Generate your own applications with the CrossLoom framework and 
access your relevant data at any time from anywhere. Control, analyse 
and optimise complex processes and reduce your cost. From now on 
you will relieve your specialists in favour of value-generating activities.

CrossLoom gives your IT the safety to implement viable solutions today 
and in the future. The tasks of the different departments can be processed 
efficiently. They can increase their competitive advantage by automating 
accelerating processes. At the same time, this effective form of working 
increases staff retention.

Create the basis for a progressive IT with CrossLoom and choose the 
Extended Enterprise Service Bus against inefficiency.

CrossLoom Build bridges and create transparency
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United for your support

UMa Soft sets great store by function-oriented software that offers the 

customer a maximum of influence on individual user guidance while 

maintaining standards. Easy to understand tutorials and the respecti-

ve licences enable the customer to expand solutions independently 

and to adapt them to their individual needs.

In its role as implementation partner, 3Txpert implemented projects on the 

basis of UMa Soft software. With the expertise of having worked with Cross-

Loom as well as a broad process know-how, 3Txpert is predestined to ide-

ally implement the customer‘s wishes. It does not make a difference whether 

they regard interface projects on the basis of the Enterprise Service Bus fea-

tures or implementations in the application development environment.

3Txpert is the development partner of UMa Soft and strongly involved in the 

further expansion of CrossLoom.

CrossLoom Build bridges and create transparency


